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Abstract 

Closure theorems in hamiltonian graph theory are of the following type: Let G be a 2- 
connected graph and let II, u be two distinct nonadjacent vertices of G. If condition c(u, u) holds, 
then G is hamiltonian if and only if G + MU is hamiltonian. We discuss several results of this type 
in which u and v are vertices of a subgraph H of G on four vertices and c(u, u) is a condition on 
the neighborhoods of the vertices of H (in G). We also discuss corresponding sufficient 
conditions for hamiltonicity of G. 
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1. Introduction 

We use [4] for terminology and notation not defined here and consider simple 

graphs only. 

In the sequel let G = (V, E) be a 2-connected graph on n vertices with vertex set 

V and edge set E. Let N(x) denote the set of neighbors of the vertex x E V, and let 

d(x) = IN(x)1 denote the degree of x. 

We start with the following well-known result of Bondy and ChvBtal [3]. 

Theorem 1.1. Let u and v be distinct nonadjacent vertices of G such that d(u) + d(v) 3 n. 
Then G is hamiltonian if and only if G + uv is hamiltonian. 

Bondy and ChvAtal defined the n-closure C,(G) of G as the graph obtained from 

G by recursively joining pairs of nonadjacent vertices the degree sum of which is at 
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least II until no such pair remains. They showed that C,,(G) is well-defined and that 

G is hamiltonian if and only if C,(G) is hamiltonian. As a consequence, if G is a graph 

on at least three vertices and C,,(G) is complete, then G is hamiltonian. They also 

showed that C,,(G) can be constructed by a polynomial algorithm. Moreover, if C,,(G) 

is complete, any Hamilton cycle in K, can be transformed into a Hamilton cycle in 

G in polynomial time. 

Inspired by these results several other closure concepts were developed (e.g. in 

[l, 2, 5, 6,8810, 12-14,17-191). Recent closure concepts involve information on the 

“local” structure [S, 91, whereas the older concepts involve information on “global” 

parameters of G. 

In Section 3 we extend ideas of [S, 121 to establish local conditions on subgraphs of 

G on four vertices. In Section 4 we discuss some corresponding sufficient conditions 

for hamiltonicity of G. 

2. Notation 

If C is a cycle of G, we denote by C the cycle C with a given orientation. If 

U, v E V(C), then UCV denotes the consecutive vertices of C from u to v in the direction 

specified by C. The same vertices, in reverse order, are given by VCU. We use x + to 

denote the successor of x on C and u _ to denote its predecessor. Analogous termi- 

nology and notation is used with respect to paths instead of cycles. 

3. Closure conditions 

In [S] the following result was established. 

Theorem 3.1. Let {x, y, u, v} be a subset of four vertices of V such that uv$E, 

{x, y} FZ N(u) n N(v) and xy E E. Zf 

N(x) u N(y) z N(u) U N(v) u (u, v}, (1) 

then G is hamiltonian if and only if G + uv is hamiltonian. 

Based on Theorem 3.1, in [S] a graph H is called a K,-closure of G if H can be 

obtained from G by recursively joining pairs {u, v> satisfying (1) for some 

{x, y} c N(u) n N(v) with xy E E, and if H contains no such pairs. As noted in 

[IS] a graph can have different K,-closures, but obtaining a K4-closure of G can be 

helpful to answer the question whether G is hamiltonian, for instance, if K, is a 

K4-closure of G. 

Theorem 3.2. Let G be a graph on n > 3 vertices. If K, is a K4-closure of G, then G is 

hamiltonian. 
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In [IS] examples show that Theorem 3.2 can be useful in checking hamiltonicity or 

obtaining Hamilton cycles in cases where counterparts of Theorem 3.2 based on 

degree conditions or neighborhood conditions are not useful. 

Other examples in [S] show that Theorem 3.2 can be used to verify hamiltonicity of 

graphs with small maximum degree and large diameter, and also of graphs with many 

vertices of degree two. 

Motivated by these results we considered other local structure conditions. In 

general, a certain closure of a given graph G may not be complete, but inserting 

a single edge (by another closure argument) may produce a complete closure. In [6] 

we give a class of examples with this property for a closure based on neighborhood 

unions of independent triples. 

In the sequel we use ideas of [12] to obtain several results on local structure 

conditions similar to (1). Since, for a nonadjacent pair {u, v} s V, G + uv is always 

hamiltonian if G is hamiltonian, we omit this part in the proofs of Theorems 3.333.6. 

We also omit the counterparts of Theorem 3.2 for these conditions. 

Theorem 3.3. Let {x, y, u, v} be a subset of four vertices of V such that uv$E and 

x, Y E N(u). 1. 

N(x) u N(Y) G N(v) u {U> v}, (2) 

then G is hamiltonian if and only if G + uv is hamiltonian. 

Proof. Assume G + uv is hamiltonian for some {x, y, u, v} L V satisfying the condi- 

tions of Theorem 3.3. Then G contains a Hamilton path F = vi v2 . . . v,_ 1 v, with 

vi = u and v, = v. Without loss of generality, assume x = vi and y = tj for some i and 

j with 2 < i <j < n - 1. Then (2) implies that Vj~l E N(v) and v,Pvj_1v,T)vjvl is 

a Hamilton cycle in G. q 

Theorem 3.4. Let {x, y, u, v) be a subset of four vertices of V such that uv$E, 

x E N(u) n N(v) and y E N(u). Zf 

N(y) c N(v) ” Iu> (34 

and 

N(x) E N(Y) ” {v,YI? (3b) 

then G is hamiltonian if and only if G + uv is hamiltonian. 

Proof. Find path P as in the proof of Theorem 3.3. Then y = uj for some 

j E (2, . . . , n - l}. If j # 2, then (3a) implies that Uj_ 1 E N(V) and v1 ijvj_ 1 v, ~vjvl is 

a Hamilton cycle in G. Now assume j = 2. By similar arguments (3a) and (3b) imply 

the existence of a Hamilton cycle, unless x = vJ and y#N(v). If n = 4, yv, E E since G is 

2-connected. If n 3 5, yvq E E by (3b). Now v1vJv,~v4vzv1 is a Hamilton cycle in 

G. 0 
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Theorem 3.5. Let {x, y, u, v} be a subset of four vertices of V such that uv$E and 

x E N(u). If 

N(Y) G N(v) u {u, v> WI 

and 

N(x) s N(Y) u b?Y)> 

then G is hamiltonian if and only if G + uv is hamiltonian. 

(4’4 

Proof. Find a path ? as in the proof of Theorem 3.3. If x = vi and y = vj for i 

and j with 2 < i < j < n - 1, then Uvi- 1 E E yields a Hamilton cycle. We assume 

VUi- i$E. Then (4b) implies vi_ iy E E while (4a) implies vj- iv E E. Now 

~~v~~v~-~v,~vjv~-~~~~ is a Hamilton cycle in G. Hence we next assume y = vi and 

x=vjforiandjwith2~i<j~n-1.Now(4a)impliesvi+~v~E.Ifvi+l=vj-l, 

a Hamilton cycle is immediate. We assume 2)i+ 1 # vj_ 1. Now (4a) implies vj- ,y E E 

and vl_liViVj_l~Vi+l V~VjVl is a Hamilton cycle in G. 0 

Theorem 3.6. Let {x, y, u, v} be a subset of four vertices of V such that uv$ E and xy E E. 

If 

N(x) E N(u)u {u,v} (54 

and 

N(Y) c N(u) u {u, v>, (5’4 

then G is hamiltonian if and only if G + uv is hamiltonian. 

Proof. Find a path F as in the proof of Theorem 3.3. If xy E E(P) and y = x+, then 

(5a) implies viy E E and (5b) implies v,x E E, yielding a Hamilton cycle. If xy E E(P) 

and y = x-, we obtain a Hamilton cycle in the following way: 
_ if n = 4, then G is hamiltonian since G is 2-connected; 
_ if y- # vl, then vly E E and v,y- E E; 
_ if x’ # v,, then xv, E E and vix+ E E. 

We assume xy#E(P). I x = vi and y = vj for i and j with 2 < i <j < n - 1, then (5a) 

and (5b) imply u1 vi+ 1 E E and Vj_lV, E E, SO that v~~ViVj~U~Vj-~Pvi+~V~ is a Hamil- 

ton cycle in G. If x = uj and y = ai for i andfwith 2 < i <,j d n - 1, then (5a) and (5b) 

imply ViVj_1 E E and Ui+iU” E E, SO that V~PViVjPV,Vi+~PVj_~V, is Hamilton cycle in 

G. 0 

Remark 3.7. The conditions in Theorems 3.1, 3.3-3.6 are sharp in the following sense. 

For each of the conditions we can find a nonhamiltonian graph G containing four 

vertices x, y, u, u with uu$E such that G + uv is hamiltonian and such that precisely 

one vertex of G violates the conditions (whereas the other conditions are satisfied). 
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Below we list the conditions and some corresponding examples. It is easy to extend 

the examples to infinite families of examples. 

v = {u, x, w, y, u), 

E = {ux, xw, wy,yv, uy, xy, xv>. (1) 

I/ = {u, x, wi, u’z, y> v}, 

E = {ux, XWl, WlWZ> wzy, yu, UWl, uy, WlU}. 

v = {U> y, w, x, U>> 

E = {uy, yw, wx, xv, ux, yv}. 

I/ = (UT y, x, Wl, wz, fJ>, 

(2) 

(34 

E = {~Y,YX, XWl> WlW2, w2v, U& yw2t xu>. 

Y = (U> y, Wl, x, w2, U>> 

VW 

E = {uy, yw, , WlX, xw2 > w20, ux, yw2, xv}. 

I’ = (4 w, y, x, v>, 

E = {uw, wy, yx, xv, ux, wu}. 

v = {u, y, Wl, w2, x, u>, 

(44 

(W 

E = {UY, YWl, WlW2, w2x, xv, UWl, ux, yx, WV}. 

If= {~,Y,Wl,WZ, w3,w4,x,v}, 

W 

E = {“y, yw1, “‘1w2, w2w3, W3w4, w4X, XV, u”‘2, uW4, yx, W4V). (W 

Remark 3.8. For a given subset {x, y, u, v} of V(G) each of the conditions in 

Theorems 3.1, 3.3-3.6 can be checked in polynomial time. Thus, as in [3], our results 

lead to algorithms which construct a closure based on these conditions in polynomial 

time. Moreover, if this closure is complete, any Hamilton cycle of K, can be trans- 

formed into a Hamilton cycle of G in polynomial time. 

4. Sufficient conditions 

The “sufficiency counterpart” of Theorem 1.1 is a result of Ore [l 11. 

Theorem 4.1. If d(u) + d(u) >, n for every nonadjacent pair {u, v) E V, then G is 

hamiltonian (n 2 3). 

In fact, all graphs satisfying the condition of Theorem 4.1 have a complete n-closure, 

since in the process of obtaining the n-closure degree sums of nonadjacent vertices do 
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Fig. 1. G, 

not decrease and no new nonadjacent pairs are introduced. The situation is different 

for the conditions of Theorems 3.1, 3.3-3.6. If, for instance, all {x, y, u, V} E V with 

uu$E, xy E E and x, y E N(u) n N(u) satisfy (l), the &-closure of G need not be 

complete. As an example consider the graph G1 of Fig. 1. 

It is easy to check that all {x, y, u, U} s V(G,) with uu$E(G,), xy E E(G,) and 

X, y E N(u) A N(v) satisfy (1) whereas in [S] it was shown that G, can have K7 minus 

the edges of a triangle as a &-closure. Similar remarks can be made for the conditions 

of Theorems 3.3-3.6. However, we can prove sufficiency counterparts of Theorems 

3.1, 3.3-3.6 directly. In fact, we can restrict the conditions to sets {x, y, U. u1 . . 

d(u, u) = 2 and max { d(u), d(u)} < 4 n. This is a consequence of the following I _. 

to Shi [lS]. 

Theorem 4.2. G has a cycle containing all vertices of degree at least f n. 

By the way, Theorem 4.2 can be proved using a variation of Theorem 1.1: If 

d(u) + d(u) 3 n, then G has a cycle containing all vertices of degree at least +n if and 

only if G + uu has such a cycle. Theorem 4.2 can be generalized in various directions 

(see e.g. [16]). 

Corollary 4.3. If G is nonhamiltonian and c is a longest cycle among all cycles 

that contain all vertices of degree at least f n, then there exist vertices u E V(C) 

and u E V(G)\ V(C) such that d(u, u) = 2, u- EN(U), and max (d(u), 

d(u) > < in. 

Proof. Let P be a path between two vertices u1 and u2 of C such that 

0 # (V(P)\{u,, ~‘2)) G V(G)\ V(C). S UC h a path exists because G is 2-connected. By 

standard arguments in hamiltonian graph theory, the successors v: and u: of u1 and 

u2 on C, respectively, have degree sum smaller than n; hence, at least one, say u :, has 

degree smaller than i n. Now, since C is a longest cycle and all vertices of V(G)\ V(C) 
have degree smaller than f n, u: and the successor of ui on P satisfy the conditions of 

Corollary 4.3. 0 

We call a pair {u,u} E V with d(u,u) = 2 and max{d(u),d(u)} <in a c-pair. 

Corollary 4.3 and the following results all generalize a result of Fan [7]: If G has no 

c-pair, then G is hamiltonian. 
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Theorem 4.4. If, for every c-pair {u, v}, there exist x and y in V with xy E E and 
x, y E N(u) n N(v) such that (1) is satisfied, then G is hamiltonian. 

Proof. Assuming G is nonhamiltonian, let C and the c-pair {u, v} be chosen as in 

Corollary 4.3 such that u- E N(v). Clearly N(u) n N(v) c_ V(C), otherwise a longer 

cycle containing V(C) is immediate. Let x E (N(u) n N(v))\{u-} such that (1) is 

satisfied. Then x+ E N(u) u N(c) u {u, t’}. Clearly x+&N(v) u {u, v} by the 

choice of C, hence X+ E N(u). Now &xvu Cx+u is a longer cycle than C containing 

V(C), a contradiction. 0 

Theorem 4.5. IL for every c-pair {IA, v}, there exist x and y in V with x, y E N(U) such 

that (2) is satisfied, then G is hamiltonian. 

Proof. Find C, u and v as in the proof of Theorem 4.4. Let x E N(u) such that xP # u 

and (2) is satisfied. If x E V(C), then x E N(v) u (u,u}. Clearly x-${u, v}, hence 

x- E N(v). Now the cycle a~xCu~vx~?u contradicts the choice of C. If x$V’(C), 

then the choice of C implies there is no path between x and v disjoint from C. 

Hence N(x) YZ V(C) and x and v have at least one common neighbor z # 

+,u-, u on C. Since d(x, v) = 2 and d(x), d(v) < fn, {x, v} is a c-pair. Hence, for some 

YE N(x) n N(v) n( V(C)\(u)), N(r) L N(v) u {x, v}. Thus, r+ E N(v), a con- 

tradiction. 0 

Theorem 4.6. Zf,for every c-pair {u, v}, there exist x E N(u) n N(v) and y E N(u)‘\(x) 
such that (3a) and (3b) are satisjied, then G is hamiltonian. 

Proof. Find C, u and u as in the proof of Theorem 4.4. Let x E N(u) n N(v) 

and Y E N(u)\{ 1 x such that (3a) and (3b) are satisfied. If x-v or x+v is an edge, 

then a cycle contradicting the choice of C is immediate. If y$ V(C), then 

X+ EN(X) & N(y) u {u, y}, h ence X’ E N(y) and the cycle u~vxCuyxfCu contra- 

dicts the choice of C. Thus, y E V(C). If y-v E E, then the cycle uCyPuu- Cyu 

contradicts the choice of C. Hence, by (3a) y- = u and by (3b) either x = u+ = y- or 
x = u- Xz y+, which is absurd. 0 

For the conditions (4a), (4b), (5a) and (5b) we cannot prove similar results. 

Remark 4.7. As observed in [S] local conditions can be applied to show hamiltonicity 

of graphs with large diameter and with small maximum degree. We refer to [S] for 

examples. Some of the classes defined there can be enlarged. We omit the details. 

Finally note that the hypothesis of Theorems 4.444.6 can be checked in polynomial 

time, and that a polynomial-time algorithm for constructing a Hamilton cycle can be 

based on these theorems. 
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